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Testing
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Predictive Modeling
►Idea: If we can build a model of how a user works, 

then we can predict how s/he will interact with the 
interface

Predictive model predictive evaluation
►No mock-ups or prototypes!
►Stimulus-Response

Hick’s law
Practice law
Fitts’ law

►Cognitive – human as interperter/predictor – based 
on Model Human Processor (MHP)

Key-stroke Level Model: low-level, simple
GOMS (Goals, Operations, Methods, Selections) Models 
and other models: Higher-level

Power law of practice
►Tn = T1n-a

Tn to complete the nth trial is T1 on the first trial times n 
to the power -a; a is about .4, between .2 and .6

►Skilled behavior - Stimulus-Response and routine 
cognitive actions

Typing speed improvement
Learning to use mouse
Pushing buttons in response to stimuli
NOT learning

►Use measured time T1 on trial 1 to predict whether 
time with practice will meet usability criteria, after 
a reasonable number of trials

How many trials are reasonable?
►Predict how many practices will be needed for   

user to meet usability criteria
Determine if usability criteria is realistic

Hick’s law
►Decision time to choose among n equally likely 

alternatives
T = Ic log2(n+1)

Ic ~ 150 msec

►Menu selection
►Which will be faster as way to choose from 64 

choices?  Go figure:
Single menu of 64 items
Two-level menu of 8 choices at each level
Two-level menu of 4 and then 16 choices
Two-level menu of 16 and then 4 choices
Three-level menu of 4 choices at each level
Binary menu with 6 levels

KLM (Keystroke Level Model)
►Keystroking TK

►Mouse Button press TB

►Pointing (typically with mouse) TP

►Hand movement between
keyboard and mouse TH

►Drawing straight line segments TD

► “Mental preparation” TM

►System Response time TR

►Decompose task into sequence of operations
►Skilled users
►Performing routine tasks

The user has done it many times before
No real learning going on

0.20KClick mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to Cut menu

14.9014.90TOTAL PREDICTED TIMETOTAL PREDICTED TIME

0.20KClick mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to Paste menu 
item

0.20KClick mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to Edit menu

1.35MMentally Prepare

0.20KClick mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to before “fox”

1.35MMentally Prepare

0.20KClick mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to Edit menu

1.35MMentally Prepare

0.40KShift-click mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to “brown”

0.40KDouble-click mouse button

1.10PMove cursor to “quick”

1.35MMentally Prepare
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Usability Evaluation Testing
►Involving users directly in usability laboratory tests 
►Thinking Aloud Protocol

Users are asked to verbalize their thoughts, feelings and 
opinions when using the system.
Two variations: critical response & periodic report.
Useful to understand user’s mental model, interaction 
with the system and terminology.

►Co-discovery Learning
Users work in pair to achieve a common goal with the 
tested system.
Users are encouraged to “think-aloud”.

►Coaching Method
Participants asked an expert coach.
Participant-coach & participant-computer interactions  
are observed.

►Shadowing method
An expert user sits next to a user and explains the user’s 
behaviour to the usability tester.
Usually when it is not appropriate for users to give any 
response during the test session.

►Teaching method
User interacts with the system to gain some expertise.
A novice user is brought in, and the “expert” user is 
asked to explain to the novice user how to perform the 
task.

►Performance Measurement
Obtaining quantitative data when participants perform a 
task.
Minimize participant-tester interaction during the test as 
it might affect quantitative data.
Careful design of number of participants to ensure 
enough statistical power.

Usability Evaluation Testing

►Question-asking Protocol
Tester asked questions directly to participants.
Participants asked in terms of their past experience of in 
relation to the tested system.

►Remote Testing
Tester are separated in time/space from users.
Data are obtained from logs/records/networks.

►Retrospective Testing
Tester & participants reviewed recorded session together, 
tester asked what was going on.
Should be used together with other methods.

Usability Evaluation Testing Drawing parallels
►Theoretical (in the style of mathematics)

Deduction, simulation
Checks many examples
Conjectures a result in the form of a theory
Constructs the proof of the theory from known results

►Experimental (in the style of psychology)
Hypotheses checked with controlled experiment
Poses hypotheses from reading and existing models
Conducts controlled experiment
Performs statistical analysis of data
Draws conclusions

Controlled Experiments
►Design the experiment to collect the data to test 

the hypotheses to evaluate the interface to refine 
the design

►Three elements: quantitative, experimental, with 
end users.

►Benchmark tasks - gather quantitative data
Specific, clearly stated task for users to carry out
Example: “Find the message from Mary and reply with a 
response of ‘Tuesday morning at 11’.”
Users perform these under a variety of conditions and 
you measure performance (time, errors, etc).

►Representative tasks - add breadth, can help 
understand process

Variables
►“independent” = the things you compare 

(e.g. using mouse or joystick)
►“dependent” = the things you observe and 

measure (e.g. time taken to navigate)
►“control” = the things you don’t want to interfere 

(e.g. age, order of trying each alternative)
Don’t allow it to vary: e.g., all males
Allow it to vary randomly: e.g., randomly assign 
participants to different groups
Counterbalance - systematically vary it: e.g., equal 
number of males, females in each group

►“nuisance” = the things you forgot to control!



Hypotheses

►What you predict will happen
►More specifically, the way you predict the 

dependent variable (i.e., accuracy) will depend on 
the independent variable(s)

►“Null” hypothesis (Ho)
Stating that there will be no effect
e.g., “There will be no difference in performance 
between the two groups”
Data used to try to disprove this null hypothesis

Example

►Do people complete operations faster with a black-
and-white display or a color one?

Independent - display type (color or b/w)
Dependent - time to complete task (minutes)
Controlled variables - same number of males and 
females in each group
Hypothesis: Time to complete the task will be shorter for 
users with color display
Ho: Timecolor = Timeb/w

Note: Within/between design issues

Experimental Designs
►Within Subjects Design

Every participant provides a score for all levels or 
conditions

►Between Subjects
Each participant provides results for only one condition

Color B/W
P1     12 s           17 s
P2     19 s           15 s
P3     13 s           21 s
...

Color B/W
P1   12 s         P2    17 s
P3   19 s         P5    15 s
P4   13 s         P6    21 s
...

Trade-offs

►Within subject:
More efficient: Each subject gives you more data - they 
complete more “blocks” or “sessions”
More statistical “power”: Each person is their own control
Require fewer participants
May mean more complicated design to avoid “order 
effects”, e.g. participants may learn from first condition 
or fatigued after the first condition

►Between subject:
Simpler design & analysis
Easier to recruit participants (only one session)
Less efficient

What about subjects?
►How many?

Book advice: at least 10
Other advice: 6 subjects per experimental condition
Real advice: depends on statistics

►How do you know you had enough?
►First look at each participant’s data

Were there outliers, people who fell asleep, anyone who 
tried to mess up the study, etc.?

►Then look at aggregate results             
and descriptive statistics

Time in s

Age

Scatter plot

Data Analysis
►Mean (=average), median, mode: measures of

location. Ex. Data: 3  8  3  3  1
A variable that is way different than others is called an 
“outlier” (=8).
Mean: (3+8+3+3+1)/5 = 3.6 affected by outliers
Median = the middle point of sequentially arranged data 
points (1,3,3,3,8) = 3 Robust to outliers
Mode: the most frequently showing data = 3 Robust to 
outliers
The most appropriate measure depends on distribution 
shape (symmetric vs. skewed, unimodal vs. multimodal)

►Spread/dispersion: The degree to which scores are 
clumped around the mean.

Standard deviation and variance



2.4.3 Data distribution shapes
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►If data are symmetric, the mean, median, and mode 
will be approximately the same.

►If data are multimodal, report the mean, median 
and/or mode for each subgroup.

►If data are skewed, report the median.
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Experimental Results
►How does one know if an experiment’s results 

mean anything or confirm any beliefs?
►Example: 40 people participated, 

28 preferred interface 1, 12 preferred interface 2
►What do you conclude?
►Inferential (diagnostic) statistics

Tests to determine if what you see in the data (e.g., 
differences in the means) are reliable (replicable), and if 
they are likely caused by the independent variables, and 
not due to random effects
e.g. t-test to compare two means
e.g. ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) to compare several 
means
e.g. test “significance level” of a correlation between  
two variables 

Inferential Stats and the Data
►Ask diagnostic questions about the data
►Recall: We set up a “null hypothesis”

e.g. there should be no difference between the 
completion times of the three groups
Or  H0:  TimeNovice = TimeModerate = TimeExpert

Are these really 
different? What 
would that mean?

Hypothesis Testing
►“Significance level” (p):

The probability that your null hypothesis was wrong, 
simply by chance
Can also think of this as the probability that your “real”
hypothesis (not the null), is wrong
The cutoff or threshold level of p (“alpha” level) is often 
set at 0.05, or 5% of the time you’ll get the result you 
saw, just by chance
e.g. If your statistical t-test (testing the difference 
between two means) returns a t-value of t=4.5, and a p-
value of p=.01, the difference between the means is 
statistically significant

Drawing Conclusions
►Errors in analysis do occur
►Main types:

Type I/False positive - You conclude there is a 
difference, when in fact there isn’t
Type II/False negative - You conclude there is no 
difference when there is

►Make your conclusions based on the descriptive 
stats, but back them up with inferential stats

e.g., “The expert group performed faster than the 
novice group t(1,34) = 4.6, p > .01.”

►Translate the stats into words that regular people 
can understand

e.g., “Thus, those who have computer experience will 
be able to perform better, right from the beginning…”

Feeding Back Into Design

►What were the conclusions you reached?
►How can you improve on the design?
►What are quantitative benefits of the redesign?

e.g. 2 minutes saved per transaction, which means 24% 
increase in production, or $45,000,000 per year in 
increased profit

►What are qualitative, less tangible benefit(s)?
e.g. workers will be less bored, less tired, and therefore 
more interested better customer service



Exercise
►Icon design – compare learnability of 

naturalistic vs. abstract icons
Hypothesis?
Variables?
Tasks?
Method?
Data analysis?

Summary: Method vs. Stage

****Cognitive Walkthroughs

****Coaching Method

****
Performance 
Measurement

****Think-aloud Protocol

****Heuristic Evaluation
***Shadowing Method

*Pluralistic Walkthroughs
**Proactive Field Study

Deploy-
mentTestCodeDesignRequirements

Stages in Software Development Life-cycleEvaluation Methods

**Logging Actual Use

**Field Observation

**Questionnaires

**Focus Groups

***Feature Inspection

****Retrospective Testing

****Interviews

DeploymentTestCodeDesignRequirement

Stages in Software Development Life-cycleEvaluation Methods

Summary: Method vs. Stage Costs

Low Cost: 
Heuristic Evaluation High Cost: 

•Coaching Method 
•Focus Groups 
•Performance Measurement 
•Pluralistic Walkthroughs 
•Question-asking Protocol 
•Retrospective Testing 
•Shadowing Method 
•Thinking-aloud Protocol

Medium Cost: 
•Cognitive Walkthroughs 
•Field Observation 
•Interviews 
•Logging Actual Use 
•Proactive Field Study 
•Questionnaires
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